Information and examples are based on the *MLA Handbook*, 8th Edition
[chapter or page numbers in brackets, as appropriate]
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PLEASE NOTE: Alphabetize [2.7.1] and double-space the entire Works Cited list

Listed below are the most significant revisions to the MLA documentation style for print and web citations.

- **URL/DOI [p. 48]**: A URL should be included in the citation whenever applicable. Exclude the http:// portion. If a DOI (Digital Object Identifier) is given, use that in place of the URL. (Scholarly electronic journals will typically provide a DOI). **DOIs and URLs are optional elements, follow your instructor’s guidelines on whether or not to include these.**

- **No More Publication Medium**: Citations should no longer include the medium (such as Print or Web) except in cases of an unusual medium (such as radio or transcript), which is not explicit in the rest of your citation information.

- **No More Abbreviations of a Person’s Role [p. 37]**: Do not abbreviate roles like editor (Ed.), write out “editor” or “edited by” depending on the location of the information within the citation.

- **City of Publication [p. 51]**: You should no longer list the city of publication in your citation unless your source was published prior to 1900 or had different versions (with changes in spelling or vocabulary) published in different countries.

- **Omit Missing Information [p. 20]**: Include as much information as you are able to gather. If you do not have a piece of information, such as page numbers or publication date, simply omit that information. You no longer need to write n.p. (no publisher) or n.pag. (no pagination)

**General Print Format**: Author. “Title.” *Title*, editor name, vol., no., publisher, publication date, location.

**Books**

**Two Authors [pp. 21-25]**

**Three or More Authors [pp. 21-25]**

**Editor (no Author) [p. 23]**

**Article in a Reference Book [p. 27]**
Work in an Anthology [p. 27]

Multivolume work [p. 23]

Magazine and Journal Articles
Magazine Articles [pp. 38-39]

Scholarly Journal Articles [pp. 38-39]

Government Publication [2.1.3]
The Government Agency is the Author

Newspaper Articles [pp. 27-28, 2.6.1]


Other Media:
Broadcast Interview [p. 52]
In place of the “source title,” use a descriptive phrase with no quotation marks

An Advertisement [p. 43]
In place of the “source title,” use a descriptive phrase with no quotation marks.

An Interview You Conducted
Examples of MLA Style – 8th Edition – Web


Accessed dates are optional for material obtained from Library electronic databases, follow your instructors guidelines. Accessed dates should always be included for material obtained from an Internet source.

Entire Web site


A Document or Article from a Web site

Personal Home Page

Online Encyclopedia Article

Online Newspaper Article

Online Government Publication

eBook from Google Books
Yeats, W.B. *Irish Fairy Tales*. T. Fisher Unwin, 1892. *Google Books*, books.google.com/books?id=IC5FAQAMAAJ&pg=PA48&dq=fairy+tales+yeats&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiP97S5isTPAhUm1oMKHXrWD3k4ChDoAQhOMAk#v=onepage&q=fairy%20tales%20yeats&f=false
PLEASE NOTE: Some databases offer examples of citation formats that may provide assistance in preparing electronic citations. However, there may be inaccuracies, or the example citation may not be in the most current MLA format. Remember to consult the MLA Handbook or check with your instructor for accepted citation formats.

Cite online journal articles from an online database as you would a print one. **List the Permalink or DOI (Digital Object Identifier), if one is provided,** otherwise list the URL [p.48]. Do not list the http:// portion at the beginning of the Permalink or URL. **DOIs and URLs are optional elements, follow your instructor’s guidelines on whether or not to include these.**

**Academic Search Complete**

**Credo Reference**

**CultureGrams**

**Gale Virtual Reference Library**

**Issues & Controversies**
JSTOR

New York Times

Opposing Viewpoints in Context [Gale]

eBooks from Library sources

Ebsco eBooks

I-Share CARLI eBooks